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Arête Vol 5.0
Dear reader, we are delighted to bring you
yet another edition of Arête. We have
endeavoured to make each edition of
Arête as fresh and content rich as possible.
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From the history pages

This time around we have added new case
studies and knowledge nuggets, which
we’re sure you will find intriguing and
enlightening. Please feel free to share your
thoughts and views by writing to us at
knowledge@ssa-solutions.com. Happy
reading!

Chairman's desk

Dear reader, I am glad to present to you this month’s edition of Arête. We have some exciting updates for you.
We launched an end-to-end Lean transformation program for one of the leading cables manufacturers in
GCC, we look forward to sharing more updates from this account as we go along. Closer to home, we
launched a successful Lean Six Sigma program at HDFC Life. The senior management workshop we ran to bring
about stakeholder buy-in received rave reviews.
We have an interesting case study this month on implementation of Lean Order Fulfilment strategy at a paint
manufacturing industry. This is a good example of an industry with high variety & high demand volume; by
applying Lean solutions, we could bring about substantial stability in the ordering process thereby improving
service levels and inventory turnover.
We have covered an interesting Knowledge Nugget on Strategy Deployment – another key lever in sustaining
a long-term continuous improvement program. From the history pages, we reminisce a client testimonial from
an old transformation program we ran for DHL world-wide, which was called “First Choice”, back in 2007.
We have many more updated in store in this edition. Wish you a happy reading!

Knowledge Nugget: Strategy Deployment

The Expert

Main Idea

Excerpt from
‘Linking Lean to
Business
Strategy’ by
George
Koenigsaecker

Strategy Deployment is a process that ties senior leadership into enterprisewide business improvement practices. Strategy Deployment originated with
“Hoshin Kanri” which was a core part of the leadership-control practices of
TQM (Total Quality Management). The name Hoshin Kanri is variously
translated as Hoshin Planning/Policy Deployment/Management-by-Policy.
At its core it is an annual planning process that develops enterpriseimprovement plans, and then includes a monthly review process. The
Strategy Deployment process is led by senior leadership and has two basic
components. The first is an annual planning process. The annual planning
process would outline what value streams would need to be improved
during the next 12 months, what pace of improvement effort would be
required to get the work done, and what human-resources support would
be appropriate to achieve this objective. The second component is a
monthly Strategy Deployment meeting. The Strategy Deployment meeting
is intended to have its focus on improvement. Meeting time is spent
reviewing progress against the overall improvement plans.

Key Points
Toyota has demonstrated an
exceptional ability to differentiate
between the forest and the trees,
and the company’s approach to
measurement is typical and
innovative. Other than measures
relating to totally new products or
services, Toyota’s True North metrics
cover all aspects of improvement—
and impact all the key lines on
income statements and balance
sheets— while focusing on only four
key metric areas. The four key areas
are:
§

Human Development,

§

Quality,

§

Cycle Time, and

§

Cost/Productivity

Case Study: Lean Order Fulfilment
Situation: ABC is a leading paint industry in Oman. They recently

embarked on a lean transformation exercise. One of the key levers they
focused on was streamlining their inventory planning & order fulfilment
process.

Actions taken: The project focused on analyzing their demand

patterns, classifying their portfolio into product groups as per demand
patterns and finally creating a bespoke order-fulfilment process aimed
at simplifying and streamlining the current state.

Results: The project helped simplify & streamline the entire demand

management system. Inventory position was rationalised as per product
group. Availability in general improved thus improving service levels. The
most important impact was that panic-orders dues to shortfall reduced
by almost 90%, thus signalling a significant improvement in the overall
order fulfilment process.

Actions Taken – deep dive

Demand analysis of historic demand patterns & item classification

Introduction of concept of Lean Order Fulfilment
Revised inventory policies, demand planning, and production scheduling systems

Test run & scale-up of new production planning & scheduling system with revised norms

Sustenance and Monitoring of new system

Actions Taken – deep dive

03 Months rolling forecast to be received by
the production from Sales

No inventory of MTO to be maintained
in the Warehouse

Items to be categorized as either MTS or MTO,
with a scheduled revision of the list

MTS orders to be maintained with 10 day
cover period (07 days Review time +
03 Days Lead time)

No shop Order Placement of MTS items

Prioritization to occur as follows:
§ Maximum priority to emergency orders
§ Then MTO orders
§ Highest percentage in the
penetration Column
§ In case of same percentage,
consult with warehouse
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Actions Taken – deep dive
A core team of change agents was constituted. The team was trained on Lean supply chain
fundamentals and exposed to practical application of these tools. The value stream mapping
exercise revealed crucial interface issues between sales, supply chain, planning and production.
The inventory analysis helped classify items into Make to Stock (MTS) and Make to Order (MTO) as
per their demand trends.
A new production planning &
scheduling system was rolled out,
which was closely linked with stock
movement. This system was piloted
and then rolled out in a phased
manner. The tight linkages between
sales, planning, supply chain and
factory helped to maintain control
over inventory and ensure high service
levels with minimum dissonance across
the value chain.

A new planning/scheduling sheet was rolled out based on stock
movement across item classes

Results – deep dive
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Substantial reduction in number of shop-orders represented stability in the order fulfilment process
and fewer instances of stock out for items.

Results – deep dive
No shop order placement
of every sales order

MTS items are readily
available in the inventory

Warehouse has improved
visibility regarding:
§ Which material is
currently being
produced & in what
quantity
§ Which material are in
the pipeline for the
coming week
§ Any material,
especially a MTO
produced more than
the required quantity

These help warehouse to :
§ Plan the stocking of
materials
§ Keep track of extra
material and plan for
rework or to use in
another order

News update: SSA Launches Lean at Cable Industry
SSA recently launched a lean transformation program
at one of the leading cable manufacturers in the
Middle East. The program launched with a lean
foundation workshop and mapping exercise, which
saw enthusiastic participation from middle and senior
managers. We are excited to kick-off this fascinating
journey and look forward to sharing more updates in
future editions.

Knowledge Nugget: “Why Lean Fails”

The Expert

Naveen
Narayanan,
MD, SSA
International
LLC

“Why Lean Fails: Leadership Commitment (or Lack Thereof)”
A recent survey by a leading management consultancy revealed that more than 80% of Lean/Lean Six
Sigma programs are not delivering to their fullest potential. This is a particularly vexing issue for companies
in search for real solutions for their business challenges. One worrying cause for this alarming rate of failure
is sustained leadership commitment. It is not uncommon to hear questions like “how much money is "Lean"
saving us?" "should we continue since the ROI is yet not evident (after 6 months)?". In this series, I explore
some of the dangerous pitfalls for #SustainingLean and suggest practical ways to counter them.
When a company embarks on a Lean transformation journey, it better be aware that it is invested in it for
the long-run; a journey that must transcend several generations of leaders. If the leadership refuses to take
a balanced view, it risks setting a dangerous precedence of short-term thinking. While it is paramount to
evaluate success in terms of ROI, it is equally important to assess progress against Lead indicators. One
may start by asking a few basic questions like: "What capabilities are we building that will help us in the
long run?", "How many change leaders are we grooming that can carry the torch?", "Are we engendering
a coaching culture and A3 thinking?", and "Are we firefighting each problem or progressively working
towards improving the system?”
Read the entire article at: https://goo.gl/xAUcpp

News update: Senior Management Workshop
SSA recently ran a senior leadership Lean/Six Sigma
appreciation workshop for HDFC Life. The program was
well received and created a positive impact and buyin for continuous improvement in the organisation. SSA
is working with them on an ambitious transformation
program.

“Alchemist” of the Month: Chetan Vartak
Chetan Vartak is part of SSA’s Middle East team and splits his time
between Oman and UAE handling multiple projects in the region.
Chetan possesses innate skills to tackle difficult problems with creative
solutions. This reflects in his ability to handle diverse projects with
aplomb.
He also has a lesser known creative side. He has been the “creative
director” for SSA’s Arête magazine and brings his unique artistic touch
to each edition of Arête. He is an avid traveller, photographer and
blogger. We follow with great excitement, his daring adventures, for
instance, his recent 48 hour drive to Spiti Valley in Himachal Pradesh
during the peak of winter!
We are proud of Chetan and wish him the best in all his endeavours!

From The History Pages
SSA helped DHL roll-out “First Choice” in India, South
Asia & and Asia Pacific back in 2008 - 2010. First Choice
is a continuous improvement program that aims at
leveraging Lean and Six Sigma methods to drive
customer engagement. The entire program focused on
how to solve niggling customer issues and thereby
achieve lasting customer loyalty.
Here’s a video we recorded a few years ago of Mr.
Antony Benan, First Choice deployment leader at DHL
Global Forwarding.
Link:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8KInCP5NI0I&t=4s
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